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You asked for it here, so here it is- All Mye Queen's Men A Love of Her Own, Weathering Love's
Storm and No More Secrets all in one book. This special edition compilation includes the first three
books in the All Mye Queen's Men six book series. Synopsis: After throwing caution and good
common sense to the wind, Pre Med Student Mye Beloved Queen boldly elects to transfer colleges
her senior year in an attempt to avoid boy trouble and baby mama drama. Her long standing
relationship with her football super star, high school sweetheart ended badly when he is named in a
paternity suit. Distraught, brokenhearted and extremely pissed she embarks on a journey to a place
called far- far away from him. Little did she realize that trouble has a way of catching up with you.
Torn between the new and the old, the incredible and the delicious Queen tries to sort out her
feelings for two phenomenal men while another lurks in the shadows adoring her from afar waiting
for his chance to love her. And thus begins the epic tale of All Mye Queenâ€™s Men, Chronicles of
Love. This is the first three installments of a six book series that chronicles the life of Internal
Medicine Doctor Mye Queen as she attempts to navigate a sea of delicious, smoldering hot
chocolate, in search of a man who can satisfy her appetite. Captivating, addictive, funny, and oh so
sexy, the saga of Mye Queen and the men that vie for her love is a crazy look at love, sex, infidelity
and seriously silly grown folksâ€™ mess. A virtual joyride of emotions awaits anyone who dares to
take a peek into the life of Doctor Mye Beloved Queen and the men who dare to love her.
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This book here had me talking out loud! Mye Queen is... I don't know what to call her, a shero or a
slut! To have 3 beautiful, sexy, wealthy Black ballers in love with you, and a gorgeous White College
Professor, and they all know about each other. I guess you call her a playa, baller, shot caller!Not
only does this book keep you hooked on every word, but it's funny and packed full of emotion. You
will sit with your mouth open on many occasions, as the drama gets buck wild. All I can say is...All
hail the Queen. She's a bad maama jama!Brenda Lee Stokes did her thing with this one. This is my
first time reading this author...I guess you can say my second, because when I finished Volume I, I
immediately bought and started on Volume II. Still shaking my head! Great job Ms Brenda Lee
Stokes!

Mye Beloved Queen dang what can I say other than I absolutely loved this story. I don't know where
to start, it was packed full of drama, strong and charming alpha-men and the woman they all loved.
Queen was a siren!! She's also a medical student. Once a man falls in love with her, they are hook
for life. Volume 1 introduces Paul, Teddy, Logic and Xavier, the loves Queen's life. Queen will have
you wanting to snatch a knot in her, however regardless of how scandalous her behavior you will
still have a soft spot for her. It so hard not to give too much away so all I can say is it was definitely
worth the emotional roller-coaster ride. Definitely a must Read. Now I must admit that there were a
few editing challenges that seem to be prevalent in e-books, however they in no way distract from
the story.

Let me start by saying I was unable to put this book down because I was anxious to see what would
happen next. I was searching for more. It was really all one unbelievable sex scene. Let me
explain...all Mye Queen did was hop from bed to bed and it was more than okay because it seemed
like she was the only woman on the planet with a fat booty...seriously? What men in their right
minds would waste so much time on a confused for lack of a better word slut! I was looking for more
of a story than just a lot of sex. Overall it was a good read. I can't say if i will get book two because I
honestly feel like it will only be pages of hot steamy sex with not much of a storyline.okay i had to

come back and edit my review even though i would still like more i realize that for this book to have
me this upset and ready to smack fire from Mye Queen the author must've did her thing!

If you havent read this book then what are you waiting for. This has got to be the craziest book I
have ever read. This book had me sitting on the edge of my seat waiting on more. Soon as I
finished this book I had to jump on part 2 to see what was next. Mye Queen, Teddy, Paul, Logic,
Jada, and Dorian will make you wonder where these people come from. Just love!! Must read!!!

Brenda Stokes Lee writing is everything I'm looking for when I read a book. Believable
characters,drama filled, sexy hot sex scenes and most importantly a great story. This was my
second read from Brenda and I love it. I enjoyed getting to know Ms Queen and all the men in her
life. This book is a must read and I encourage all who loves a great sexy story to check it out. I can't
wait to read Volume II and your other books. Job well Done.

BRENDA STOKES LEE YOU HAVE A FAN FOR LIFE!!! HONEY WHEN I SAY YOU WROTE THIS
DAMN BOOK, YOU WROTE THIS DAMN BOOK!!! I LOVED ALL OF THE TWISTS, DRAMA,
MIND-BLOWING SEX, THE MEN, AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN. THIS BOOK WILL
LITERALLY HAVING YOU WANT MORE!

This series was very addictive. I could not get enough of the characters. I could not put the book
down...the characters were so real you felt that you knew them. I loved this series from beginning to
end and cried like a baby at the end. I so did not want the story too end. The only downfall of the
series is that it needed better editing...there were a lot of errors in editing.

I do believe this have become one of my favorite book of all times. I have added this book along
with the rest of Brenda Stokes Lee to my list of favorite books...I just couldn't get enough of Mye
Queen and all her lovers.
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